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This will explore the other side of the Weird Science
@Avery1776 @99freemind and Eugenics
@CarrollQuigley1

Personally, I think it will all combine into super Super
Weirdo Science…

Shannon
@Avery1776

1/@CarrollQuigley1 is correct. The #MockingbirdMedia jumped in 
front of the J.E. shameful scandal to hide the weird science. 
#EugenicsDeluxe #MadScientists @BenKTallmadge 
@almostjingo @We_Have_Risen @1foreverseeking 
@99freemind  @klauswynter @MischaEDM 

**Chicom #2 Edition*

129 2:28 AM - Sep 9, 2019

148 people are talking about this

We definitely know of the Epstein and multi-Maxwell connections…

Shannon
@Avery1776

1/ @99freemind has sent me down the longest rabbit trail ever 
this morning....meet George Salinas, Ghislaine's brother-in-law 
and son of Frank Joseph Salinas #AeroJet 
#JetPropulsionLaboratory @BenKTallmadge @We_Have_Risen 
@MadAddictSport @DawsonSField @SeekerOTL 
@BabeReflex_8
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But what’s it all mean? Super DNA databases

Amazing Polly
@99freemind

Replying to @99freemind

3. You think I am misunderstanding, don't you?
You're like "It's not that. They want to figure out how to store 
DNA so they can transport it and stuff."
No.
No my friends.
That's not what they mean at all.
look#Transhumanism#GeorgeChurchscientificamerican.com/arti
cle/dna-da…
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H/T @_navigator1965

Bio Coding Makes It Easier To Hack Living Cells…
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Bio coding language makes it easier to hack living cells
A tool for designing computer chips will allow ordinary people to design their own
DNA circuits to make smart bacteria perform a range of functions

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2082706-bio-coding-language-makes-it-easier-to-…

They have been testing this for years and the advancement of Artificial Intelligence is

only enhancing the speed of delivery and capability…

StemExpress CEO admits selling beating baby hearts, intact baby heads in Daleiden

hearing

Geoff De Weaver 
@geoff_deweaver

StemExpress CEO admits selling beating baby hearts, intact 
baby heads in Daleiden hearing | News | LifeSite 
lifesitenews.com/news/stemexpre… #crazy #evil 
.@realDonaldTrump @POTUS @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr 
@JudicialWatch @TomFitton @SidneyPowell1 @LouDobbs 
@GovAbbott  #AbortionIsMurder
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49 people are talking about this

StemExpress CEO admits selling beating baby hearts, intact b…
The Center for Medical Progresss legal counsel are exposing
horrifying details and suspicious inconsistencies in the testimony of
lifesitenews.com

Sprinkle in a little Syntheyic Biology…

Amazing Polly
@99freemind

A dangerous 'Rockstar' culture has taken over parts of science.
The dark parts.
You don't see conferences like this for engineers, do you?
No. People will always want durable bridges, etc.
But synthetic biology?
You have to sell that with flashy lies.2019.synbiobeta.com
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SynBioBeta 2019: The Global Synthetic Biology Summit - Syn…
SynBioBeta 2019 is where tech meets bio and bio meets tech.Meet
the innovators and companies, find new opportunities, partner up and
2019.synbiobeta.com

/sinTHedik/

Synthetic = Artificial in a way so we are looking at a creation of Synthetic

Intelligence…

What could possibly go wrong?

Killer Sex Robots perhaps H/T @g_easton819 

Tech Expert Warns of the Dangers of Killer Sex Robots | Digital Trends
A tech researcher cautions that virtual girlfriends can be easily hacked, turning
them into killer sex robots that could turn on their owners.

https://www.digitaltrends.com/business/killer-sex-robots/

Epstein was connected/a backer of OpenCog the creators of Sophia the AI Robot
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Werise
@We_Have_Risen

Replying to @We_Have_Risen

OpenCog archive.fo/7GZs4@ScottTBrower1 @Tara4MAGA 
@whackamolio @wakeywakey16 @codyave @Joestradamus91
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24 people are talking about this

Like I mentioned before and what really stands out in this next part…

"Building Better Minds Together" 

Werise
@We_Have_Risen

Replying to @We_Have_Risen

"Building Better Minds Together" mmmmmkayarchive.fo/dlFmY
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More on Sophia and of course China…

BenTallmadge
@BenKTallmadge

Replying to @Avery1776 and 7 others
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Epstein’s tie to Hanson Robotic, the HK-based company that  
created Sophia the robot.
There’s report that China could turn sex robots into deadly 
weapons.twitter.com/benktallmadge/…

BenTallmadge @BenKTallmadge
Replying to @BenKTallmadge
Ben Goertzel is also the Chief Scuentist of Hong Kong-based Hanson 
Robotic, scientific advisor of biopharma firm Genescience Corp, & 
advisor to Singularity Universityat the NASA Research Park in 
California.

Remember Epstein’s H.K. trip with Bill Clinton? 
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"Building Better Minds Together" really stood out to me while watching a couple

episodes season 2

of OA…

The OA season 2 release date, theories, cast, and everything you need…
It's Stranger Things, but stranger...

https://www.digitalspy.com/tv/a835812/the-oa-season-2-netflix-release-date-theories-c…

How do you quickly create/train a synthetic neural mind frame? In OA that is exactly

what they were attempting Tech Billionaire and all…

Explaining That Fantastical Ending of The OA Season 2
Unpacking the ending of Season 2 of the mysterious Netflix series The OA.

https://time.com/5556943/the-oa-season-2-ending-explained/

This is a scene while they were mining dreams in a grand dream lab experiment…
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This is MKUltra x 1,000 and these people don’t care if harm is caused or people die.

About the same emotion felt for a rat in a lab…

Be back shortly for part 2 which goes into the delivery method of altered voices and

dreams…

Alright, let's go...

Before I get to the next part I wanted to add this in to the mix. I don't know if clones

are real but this shit gets it that much closer...

Lab Grown Mini-Brains 😳

Lab-Grown “Mini Brains” Can Now Mimic the Neural Activity of a Prete…
Scientific American is the essential guide to the most awe-inspiring advances in
science and technology, explaining how they change our understanding of the
world and shape our lives.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/lab-grown-mini-brains-can-now-mimic-the-n…
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We shall can them Organoids wtf man

Human-like brain waves detected in mini brains grown in a dish
The organoids formed networks and produced electrical activity resembling that of
six to 10 month old infants.

https://www.cnet.com/news/human-like-brain-waves-detected-in-mini-brains-grown-in-…
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Here is a link to the study...

Complex Oscillatory Waves Emerging from Cortical Organoids Model …
Oscillatory activity is a candidate mechanism for how neural populations are
temporally organized. Cortical organoids exhibit periodic and highly regular nested
oscillatory network events that are de…

https://www.cell.com/cell-stem-cell/fulltext/S1934-5909(19)30337-6
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Anywayzzz...

So I said before this is MKUltra x 1,000 and this is what I was referring to. This all

falls under EMP, Directed Energy Scalar, Neural attacks...

Read these comments 😬

What are the Frequencies of Human Brain Waves?
“Beta waves range between 13-40 HZ. The beta state is associated with peak-
concentration, heightened alertness and visual acuity….. 40HZ beta frequency may
be key to the act of cognitio…

https://cellphonesafety.wordpress.com/2006/09/12/what-are-the-frequencies-of-human…
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The Secret World of Microwave Networks...

The secret world of microwave networks
Has anyone spanned the Atlantic with floating microwave masts yet? We're not
sure...

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2016/11/private-microwave-networks-fi…
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I bring this up for a reason...

I was looking at Epstein's office address in VI. There was a company registered that

caught my eye named VT&T...

I heard of AT&T but what's VT&T?

You can go through each tab on the link.

Interesting that on the basic qualifications section "has the applicant or any party to

this application ever been convicted of a felony" YES 😳

https://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsApp/UlsSearch/license.jsp?licKey=3639627

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEEgA7iVAAEZ9xy.jpg
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The Paths Tab is where you see it going to Little St. James (bottom right on image)

So Epstein has a decentralized Microwave Network. A lot to think about there outside

of secure comms.

https://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsApp/UlsSearch/licensePathsDetail.jsp?

keyPath=489269&licKey=3639627&pageNumToReturn=1&archive=&x=19&y=7&pri

ntable

Here is a bunch of information on DragonWave

https://www.doubleradius.com/Information/DragonWave_3.html

This isn't new, why are we starting to have all of these stories seeded. What exactly

are they trying to get in from of?
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If the governments have been experimenting what makes you think the "Weird

Scientists" aren't going to take it 12 dimensions further...

https://www.drrobertduncan.com/CIA-RDP96-00789R002600090005-0.pdf

No Touch Torture...

https://www.drrobertduncan.com/The%20Executive%20Summary%20Neuropsycho

logical%20and%20Electronic%20No-

Touch%20Torture%20Report%20by%20Robert%20Duncan%20A.B.,%20S.M.,%20

M.B.A.,%20Ph.D..pdf
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Electronic Mind Control / Electronic Mind Reading / Brain Zapping / "Synthetic"

Telepathy / Remote Neural Monitoring. Wut 🤯

electronictorture.com/index.html

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEEgECSUYAEsw1N.jpg
https://www.electronictorture.com/index.html


Sound like a dream for those creating synthetic realities �

MKUltra triggers memories. This technology has the ability to create memories and

trigger in real time...

It is seriously wild going through this...

I think the NSA was concerned with what the C_A was up to...

https://www.drrobertduncan.com/NSA-RDP96X00790R000100030037-5.pdf
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The Supreme Court was also concerned...

[Them] saying this is a conspiracy while at the same time tests are being done,

reports are being written and cases are being heard. 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/99-8508.ZO.html

It's all part of it. The same agencies tweaking minds are also controlling the media

and using it to trigger and confuse...

#MockingbirdMedia
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All of this is going to combine into a single altered DNA realty torture chamber...

They were not only assaulting these kids but mining their thoughts as they were

doing it...

🖕🖕🖕

Ps:

🖕🖕🖕

Truth
@1foreverseeking

Replying to @1foreverseeking and 10 others

"kids he refers to are those forced into the sex slavery rings and 
the government-sponsored mind-and behavior-control 
programs."

FBI Agent Ted Gunderson, who interviewed Chip Tatum, said it 
was all true...
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See Truth's other Tweets

Links to research further...

peoplecooker.com

whale.to/b/rifat.html

http://www.whale.to/b/rifat.html#ukintelligence

whale.to/b/rifat5.html

http://www.brazilboycott.org/profreedom/esp.html

electronictorture.com/links.html

https://www.lonestarconsultinginc.com/mindcontrol1.htm

https://www.drrobertduncan.com/dr-robert-duncans-neuropsychological-and-

electronic-no-touch-torture-report.html

Mind Games: The Tortured Lives of ‘Targeted Individuals’
Thousands of people think that the government is using implanted chips and
electronic beams to control their minds. They are desperate to prove they aren’t
delusional.

https://www.wired.com/story/mind-games-the-tortured-lives-of-targeted-individuals/

The CIA's Secret Quest For Mind Control: Torture, LSD And A 'Poisone…
Journalist Stephen Kinzer reveals how CIA chemist Sidney Gottlieb worked in the
1950s and early '60s to develop mind control drugs and deadly toxins that could be
used against enemies.

https://www.npr.org/2019/09/09/758989641/the-cias-secret-quest-for-mind-control-tortu…
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https://www.darpa.mil/attachments/NESDIndustryProfiles_Final.pdf

https://www.g-casa.com/conferences/shanghai/paper_pdf/Liu-mindcontrol.pdf

https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/filing/1092223856297

What comes after smartphones? Brain implants, maybe.
The ultimate user interface.

https://qz.com/814849/darpa-and-qualcomm-brain-implants-for-6g-and-neural-enginee…

https://web.archive.org/web/20090101060044/http://www.defensetech.org/archiv

es/003036.html

mindjustice.org

https://peterpm.home.xs4all.nl/TheHiddenEvil.pdf

https://keepkelb.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/ami011_canada1-l1.pdf

Microwave Harassment and Mind-Control Experim…

https://sites.google.com/site/mcrais/microwave

Wyden Letter 2/11/13
CANR Nonconsensual

http://canrnonconsensual.weebly.com/wyden-letter-21113.html

Grumpy isn’t grumpy...

Grumpy  Mark Epstein & Humpty Dumpty Org 
@Agortitz

Replying to @We_Have_Risen and 3 others
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Rabbit hole w this Stanford AI wifey Et al...systems biology  
Takes you to China  Stanford Research 
mobile.twitter.com/Agortitz/statu…

Grumpy  Mark Epstein & Humpty Dumpty Org @Agortitz
Replying to @Agortitz
Minsky pal & Father of AI McCarthy of (MIT & later) Stanford married 
Stanford computer scientist & systems bilogist Carolyn Talcott 

 of Stanford Research Institute (SRI) 

15 1:22 AM - Sep 10, 2019

16 people are talking about this

So we already know Epstein’s connection to MIT. Where were they conducting their

research...

Cyan Lana
@BabeReflex_8

Replying to @We_Have_Risen

DOMINO sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/…

3 3:57 AM - Sep 10, 2019

See Cyan Lana 's other Tweets

We know Epstein funneled donations from Gates to MIT...

BenTallmadge

https://t.co/eZ9dVw4MwD
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@BenKTallmadge

Replying to @BenKTallmadge

Great find by @We_Have_Risen !

Jan 2019
Bill Gates’ Experimental Nuclear Power Plant Halts Construction 
In China... puts his blame on Trump Administration’s aggressive 
stance-popularmechanics.com/science/energy…

89 3:35 AM - Sep 10, 2019

98 people are talking about this

Bill Gates's Experimental Nuclear Power Plant Halts Construct…
Gates cites the Trump Administration's aggressive stance for having
to pull out.
popularmechanics.com

What are the chances that Gates Nuclear company and Epstein’s Microwave network

are both named VTT? Get outta here H/T @BabeReflex_8 

https://www.vttresearch.com/Impulse/Pages/At-the-core-of-the-solution.aspx

@BabeReflex_8 Round 3 �

So what were we talking about? Weird Science and Super DNA databases?

@99freemind @Avery1776 @CarrollQuigley1 

Okie Dokie. Let's start with Southern Trust Company, Inc.

providing "extensive DNA database and data ming"

https://twitter.com/BenKTallmadge
https://twitter.com/BenKTallmadge
https://twitter.com/BenKTallmadge/status/1171265906128957440
https://twitter.com/_/status/1170818406288748545
https://twitter.com/We_Have_Risen
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Why the interest in DNA and Artificial/Synthetic Neuro-Science. Who/Where are the

little human lab rats?

Jeffery Epstein VI Foundation

https://wikimili.com/en/Jeffrey_Epstein_VI_Foundation

Like I said this is going to be MKUltra on steroids...

A quick primer on SIGINT as there are lots of capabilities and delivery methods.

Microwave networks being a huge part of the telepathy, ESP and seeded/false

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEKezPzUcAAM1KW.jpg
https://wikimili.com/en/Jeffrey_Epstein_VI_Foundation
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEKfJhsUEAAcP0B.jpg


thoughts/memories...

Werise
@We_Have_Risen

A continuation of the incredible thread by @MindFurror

This will be the Kent Island edition…@Avery1776 
@CarrolQuigley1 @FederalistNo78twitter.com/MindFuror/stat…

28 9:13 AM - May 8, 2019

25 people are talking about this

Synthetic Telepathy and Microwave Hearing Effect...

GODS - Global Orbiting Directed-energy-System

https://twitter.com/We_Have_Risen
https://twitter.com/We_Have_Risen
https://twitter.com/We_Have_Risen/status/1126052436714541056
https://twitter.com/Avery1776
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Quick question...

If it doesn't exist, then why does it exist �

Who or what has the ability to connect all of the information streams and flows of

billions, possibly trillions of data points...

Griswald's sister (I know I spelt it wrong)

Amazing Polly
@99freemind

UNBELIEVABLE - it's worse than I had found.@stranahan found 
a Chiliad promo video from 2012 and .. well you have to see it to 
believe it.
Ghislaine Maxwell's sister's software is in all these departments 
of the US Government!!#Epsteingate#Spygate 
twitter.com/99freemind/sta…

Amazing Polly @99freemind
Replying to @stranahan
Screen grabs from the Chiliad (Maxwell) video showing Army, Navy, 
Air Force, Coast Guard, Treasury, HHS, DoE, FAA, State Dept, FDA, 
NSA, CIA, FBI, Defense Intelligence Agency, Homeland Security, did I 
miss any!?

879 2:24 AM - Sep 11, 2019
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834 people are talking about this

Don't worry all of this medi-tech is super chill...

How Google and Mayo Clinic will transform the future of healthcare | G…
Google Cloud will be at the cornerstone of Mayo Clinic’s digital transformation as it
looks to the cloud to enhance patient and clinician experiences, improve
diagnostics and patient outcomes, and ex…

https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/customers/how-google-and-mayo-clinic-will-transf…

Can you possibly tell me these direct family connections to NASA / G👀GLE /

23andME / CERN / YouTube are all a coincidence??? Totally H/T @Nasty_1__

https://twitter.com/99freemind/status/1171610458090016770
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEKfMciU0AAeZAN.jpg
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Weird Science Wars...

Hurry who can make it weirder!?!

Shannon
@Avery1776

Google is not alone @BenKTallmadge @CarrollQuigley1 
@TheLastRefuge2 @We_Have_Risen @klauswynter 
@MadAddictSport @2xwide_dreaming

10 1:34 AM - Sep 11, 2019

See Shannon's other Tweets

All of this crap is going to combine into the wildest, weirdest shit imaginable. I want

to keep going with this to figure out exactly what they were intending to do...

@CarrollQuigley1 Can you drop your Eugenics threads. I couldn't find the one I was

looking for. You rule btw 🙌

@CarrollQuigley1 goes into some shit right here...

Pan the god of “panic sex” 😳

Can you imagine if sensors were used not just as Neural transmitters, but across the

entire body to capture every sensation, jolt or shake & stored in super DNA databases

A thread written by @CarrollQuigley1
Jeffrey Epstein worshipped the Greek God Pan. This is Pan overlooking the front
door of his NYC mansion. You can see Pan's little flute as well.
https://t.co/gkSahaWW5E

https://threader app/thread/1171699890629402624

https://twitter.com/Avery1776
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https://threader.app/thread/1171699890629402624

@CarrollQuigley1 This tackles the DNA, Eugenics & Agenda 2030 for just a few light

topics...

These girls are bad ass...

TheSharpEdge
@TheSharpEdge1

Replying to @TheSharpEdge1

4  What IS the UN’s 2030 Agenda? In an EGG shell it's a road 
map for global governance that seeks unlimited migration, as 
well as to control population growth, consumption, and 
production under the guise of 
“sustainability.”sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/trans…
coreysdigs.com/health-science…

462 6:18 PM - Sep 10, 2019

346 people are talking about this

Eugenics, Infertility & Population Growth CRISIS Part 6 | corey…
Eugenics has an end game, and the world is their scientific
experiment to depopulate via infertility, vaccines, GMOs,
coreysdigs.com

@CarrollQuigley1 This is exactly what I have been getting at...

They are after the EQ (Emotional Intelligence) 

Jeffrey Epstein & The Connection Between Pedophilia And A.I. (Artifici…
Does pedophilia allow those involved with building A.I. technology to experiment
with the very extremes in human emotions through pedophilia? While we are
mesmerized by all this rapidly accelerating …

https://www.sagaciousnewsnetwork.com/jeffrey-epstein-the-connection-between-pedo…
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What is EQ?

What is Emotional Intelligence (EQ)?
For most people, emotional intelligence (EQ) is more important than one's
intelligence (IQ) in attaining success in their lives and careers. As individuals our

https://psychcentral.com/lib/what-is-emotional-intelligence-eq/

A little while back I had another thought on all of this...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEPnh9_U8AAVh1j.jpg
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Werise
@We_Have_Risen

Replying to @PoliPsyche and 43 others

Thinking out loud here. NLP analysis is based on a living 
model/corpus right? I think that is where the vulnerability lies. 
Remember Tay? What if the corpus is attacked? Could be wide 
open to all kinds of subliminal messaging ie: MKUltra 
theverge.com/platform/amp/2…

12 6:26 PM - Jul 1, 2019

See Werise's other Tweets

This goes into alot that has been uncovered on the Hamilton 68, Integrity Initiative,

Storyful, New Knowledge disinfo orgy occurring on a daily > We can't forget Hoffman

and Jone$ (TDIP) when looking at NK

Werise
@We_Have_Risen

Dis-Info Party @Avery1776 @CarrollQuigley1 @BenKTallmadge 
@ECEverett1 @909946zill @MadAddictSport @almostjingo 
@2xwide_dreaming

27 6:40 AM - Mar 3, 2019

27 people are talking about this
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Think about embedding all of the trigger words and directing the AI to go directly in

the feeds of vulnerable/susceptible targets 😲

Werise
@We_Have_Risen

Replying to @We_Have_Risen

Comprehensive FOIA Docs on MKUltra. 1,000’s of pages. 
#reverseconspiracy theblackvault.com/documentarchiv…

43 6:35 AM - Jun 28, 2019

35 people are talking about this

I think it is all going to connect! 

Weirdo Science / Genetic/Bio Hacking / Occult/Ritual/Sacrifice / Synthetic

Telepathy and the creation of Synths �

Wut 😳

Organ Donation: Friends Saving Lives
Starting today, you can add that you’re an organ donor to your timeline, and share
your story about when, where or why you decided to become a donor.
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https://web.archive.org/web/20120504005604/https://newsroom.fb.com/News/Organ-D…

Zuck's wife Pricilla has a organization called donornetworkwest[.]org

These people are all vampires...

Speaking of vampires there is word on the street that Pricilla's sisters place in LA is

called the Canibal Club 😳

cannibalclub[.]org

dot org???

So Shannon connects Epstein to CRISPR through funding Broad Institute and

ROCKETRY...

Shannon
@Avery1776

Replying to @Avery1776 and 8 others
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CRISPR made possible by JE funded Broad Institute and 
ROCKETRY made possible by Maxwell's father-in-law who 
brought the guy on board that took it to China. What are the 
odds?

68 3:11 AM - Sep 9, 2019

76 people are talking about this

Speaking of CRISPR...

This is a interesting read � and ties right in to the Bio-Hacking...

Or as they put it Molecular Malware 😳

Why the 'molecular scissors' metaphor for understanding CRISPR is m…
The idea of CRISPR as scissors ignores an entire ecosystem of moving parts that
are crucial for understanding the awe-inspiring, crazy thing scientists are trying to
do when they attempt gene editing…

https://theconversation.com/why-the-molecular-scissors-metaphor-for-understanding-c…
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This is a whole other rabbit hole...

Nova
@FederalistNo78

National Biodefense Analysis & Countermeasures Center. 
NBACC
“...a laboratory facility dedicated to microbial forensics and to 
scientific investigation of potential biological threat agents & 
biodefense countermeasures.”bnbi.org/about-us-2/his…

78 1:27 AM - May 29, 2019

81 people are talking about this

Let's stick to the auditory...

Have you heard of the DARPA program Neural Engineering System Design (NESD)

huh �

https://www.darpa.mil/attachments/NESDIndustryProfiles_Final.pdf
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Already looking at 6g tech...

Quallcom > DARPA

What comes after smartphones? Brain implants, maybe.
The ultimate user interface.

https://qz.com/814849/darpa-and-qualcomm-brain-implants-for-6g-and-neural-enginee…

Colluding with the Frenchies it looks like 😆
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https://www.fbo.gov/index.php?

s=opportunity&mode=form&id=c1f825d3425bd9a3027b3a2cac8b49ef&tab=core&ta

bmode=list&=

Who/What is the Fondation Voir Et Entendre?

See & Hear Foundation...

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=fr&u=http://www.institut-

vision.org/en/institute/2-uncategorised/8-the-foundation.html&prev=search

Remote Viewing? This is where the evolution has brought us to the Synthetic

Telepathy...

Project Stargate?

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp96-

00788r001700210008-4

https://www.fbo.gov/index.php?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=c1f825d3425bd9a3027b3a2cac8b49ef&tab=core&tabmode=list&=
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Remote Viewing of Natural Targets...

Ummmmm, Okay

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp96-

00787r000500360001-9

Summary of "Known" Remote Viewing Experiments...

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp96-

00787r000500250015-6
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We know the NK team is ex-military/DARPA folks. We also know they connect to

Reid Hoffman...

Photo courtesy of Joi Ito...

Lot's of neat connections to be made here...

Joi Ito
Explore Joi Ito's 8,990 photos on Flickr!

https://www.flickr.com/photos/joi/page1
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Yup Ito = MIT 

How an Élite University Research Center Concealed Its Relationship wi…
Ronan Farrow on new documents that show that the M.I.T. Media lab was aware of
Jeffrey Epstein’s status as a convicted sex offender, and that Epstein directed
contributions to the lab far exceeding t…

https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/how-an-elite-university-research-center-c…

Hoffman should get high on his own supply and treat that TDS condition 😆
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Well, What Do You Know?... Scumbag LinkedIn Co-Founder Reid Hoff…
In the 2017 special election in Alabama Democrats ran a smear campaign against
Judge Roy Moore and Facebook allowed it. The Democrats took the “Russian
model” and ramped it up — times a million. Link…

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/09/well-what-do-you-know-scumbag-linkedin-…

The only thing missing is the EQ, and the only way to get that is mapping the mind,

NLP and testing/mining data from subjects or what I keep seeing over and over is

Targeted Individuals...

When Robots Are Indistinguishable From Humans, What Will Be Inside…
"HUMANS" airs Mondays at 10/9c on AMC.

https://www.popularmechanics.com/culture/tv/a25210/inside-synths-amc-humans/
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I almost forgot H/T @2xwide_dreaming 

The Monroe Institute's Hemisync Process...

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-

00788R001700210004-8.pdf
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I am pretty sure this is exactly what Epstein wanted to do and why he had head/penis

😷 preservation orders in his will. 

He wanted to impregnate even in death 💀

THE SENTIENT AI HIVE MIND VIRTUAL REALITY QUANTUM SIMULATION OF

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEP2KW3UEAAOvC0.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EEP-t27U4AEWVUv.jpg


HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS 😳

Wut 

BAP 
@AJ93864127

THE SENTIENT AI HIVE MIND VIRTUAL REALITY QUANTUM 
SIMULATION OF HUMAN CO... youtu.be/LheNcnuEbng via 
@YouTube

 YouTube  @YouTube

4 8:37 PM - Sep 11, 2019

See BAP 's other Tweets

Yes! It is all connected IMO...

You couldn't have #spygate without a coordinated Dis-Info campaigns. This is where

I was leaning and why I brought up the Hoffman / NK (ie: DARPA) Dis-Info and

direct connections to Epstein...

��. �������
@CarrollQuigley1

Everything is so connected it feels scripted. 

Now we have more #Spygate connections to the #Epstein 
network. twitter.com/99freemind/sta…

Amazing Polly @99freemind
Christine Maxwell worked for Edward De Bono who has openly stated 
he is creating a 'new religion' & pushes a numeric code language.
De Bono has an Institute in Malta named for him.
Below, we see Mifsud (spygate) connections to Malta (Link Campus), 
too  twitter.com/diana_west_/st…

119 3:50 PM - Sep 12, 2019

71 people are talking about this

Meet Ellie...
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Meet Ellie, the machine that can detect depression
Technology is an important channel to treat mental illness, but should we be
worried about an age of virtual therapy when only our problems are real?

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/sep/17/ellie-machine-that-can…

Bur who is Ellie really? 

Just a chatbot created for DARPA �
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Here is present you with Obama's BRAIN Initiative from Sept. 2014...

The names/agencies are always important...

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/documents/BRAI

N%20Initiative%20FY17%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EES8zbSW4AA1oBb.jpg
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braininitiative.nih.gov

Before I jump back in to that rabbit hole...

When you think of mindset one side, altered on the other it is pretty interesting from

a psychological standpoint. Illusions of supreme judgement arise...

@PoliPsyche 

Sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein obsessed with eugenics, cryogenics
Jailed sex trafficker Jeffrey Epstein reportedly met with prominent scientists for
years to discuss his interest in eugenics and other fringe sciences.

https://futurism.com/the-byte/jeffrey-epstein-obsessed-eugenics-cryogenics
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I mean this dood wasn't talking some people he was talking about the human race

and seeding himself into it? Wut 🤯

Jeffrey Epstein Hoped to Seed Human Race With His DNA
Mr. Epstein, the accused sex trafficker, was fascinated by eugenics. He told
scientists and others of his vision of using his New Mexico ranch to impregnate
women.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/business/jeffrey-epstein-eugenics.html
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Ramola says right here "microwave weapons". We have already established the

microwave network to Little St. James...

Makes you think...

Ramola D
@EccEveryday

Replying to @neurology_live

1/ Did Dr. Uma Menon take into account that people are being hit 
today widely with microwave weapons to induce sudden intense 
headaches, and remote-access electric-shock weapons to 
induce seizures? All docs need to become aware of these 
weapons: everydayconcerned.net/2019/07/03/onc…
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10 3:37 PM - Sep 12, 2019

See Ramola D's other Tweets

Once Again, A Memo to President Trump: Massive Surveillanc…
–Ramola D/Posted 3 July, 2019/Dated & Sent Online to White House
26 June, 2019/Print Copy Received at White House August 2, 2019
everydayconcerned.net

And just like that Bap goes Plop...

BAP 
@AJ93864127

Replying to @We_Have_Risen

twitter.com/AndrewS6945635…

 Andrew D. Santana @AndrewS69456353
1985 CNN Report -Microwave Weapons youtu.be/JOwQ6y6VYzU via 
@YouTube

5 7:29 PM - Sep 13, 2019

See BAP 's other Tweets

It’s is just a tale, a fantastically crafted and not too far off in the grand scheme, tale...

Right? @SIRISYSPrime how does this merge with the different realms above? � 

SIRISYS
@SIRISYSPrime

Replying to @SIRISYSPrime

Of course, it wasn't long until someone pointed out that over 30% 
of the world's human's had already been "Chipped" by this point 
in time and had fully capable direct-to-brain wireless connectivity:
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Synthetic Telepathy 😳😳😳

Incredible and related thread 🧵 @battleofever 

PatriotAsAMother  WeAreTheNewsNow 
@battleofever

Are you familiar with #SyntheticTelepathy and #VoiceToSkull 
(#V2K) technology?#MindControl didn't stop with the horrific 
experiments & sexual abuse of #MKultra.
It went state-of-the-
art.#TargetedIndividuals#PsychotronicWeapons#MindControl 
synthetictelepathy.net

155 10:35 AM - Aug 23, 2019

192 people are talking about this

That’s a new one “Neo-Eugenics” �

intrepidreport.com/archives/14991
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Where

Were

These

Measurements 

Of

Pain

Studied 

???

 Cumberland Academy 
@CumberlandAcad2

Replying to @We_Have_Risen @battleofever

Epstein-funded MIT Media labs:

"Researchers from MIT and elsewhere have developed a system 
that measures a patient’s pain level by analyzing brain activity 
from a portable neuroimaging 
device"media.mit.edu/articles/detec…
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• • •
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Detecting patients’ pain levels via their brain signals – MIT Me…
System could help with diagnosing and treating noncommunicative
patients.
media.mit.edu

This isn’t simply child trafficking in my opinion...

There was so much more to it and so much more to come out. Our eyes and minds

have opened and we see and will find the true nature of these crimes you sick mf’ers

�

AnonCassi   
@AnonCassi

Replying to @ThomasFines and 39 others
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